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Abstract
Aluminum based metal matrix composites (MMCs) are appropriate materials for structural applications in the
aircraft and automotive industries because they are ductile, highly conductive, and lightweight and have a high strengthto-weight ratio. Uniform dispersion of the fine reinforcements and a fine-grained matrix improve the mechanical
properties of the composite. The present work proposes to take aluminum as the matix and nanomaterials such as carbon
nanotube, graphene and nano-diamond as reinforcement to get the nanocomposites. The synthesis is carried out by
powder metallurgy technique. Further the works propose to study the microstructural study and density, hardness, wear
study of these nano composites with different volume fraction. Scanning electron is done to know the distribution of
matrix and reinforcement.

Keywords: Nano composites, Powder Metallurgy, Aluminium.

1. Introduction
A composite material is a system composed of a mixture or combination of two or more macroconstituents differing in form and/or material composition and that are essentially insoluble in each other.
Composite materials contain a matrix with one or more physically distinct, distributed phase known as
reinforcement or fillers, to get required properties. The reinforcement is added to the matrix in order to obtain
the desired properties like strength, stiffness, toughness.
We can found less work on Nano composite materials used as reinforcements, produced by different
fabrication methods, to investigate the micro structural and mechanical properties of fabricated nanocomposite.
A K Srivastava et.al,[1] have discussed in their paper that experiments carried out on aluminum-carbon
nanotubes, produced using catalytic chemical vapour deposition method, are prepared with initial composition
of aluminum homogeneously mixed with 1,2,4 and 10wt% nanotubes and subsequently hot pressed. The
experimental result shows that carbon nanotubes uniformly distributed in aluminum matrix with a higher
concentration of the tubes at the grain boundaries. ZHANG Mei-juan et.al, [2] studied on magnesium matrix
composites reinforced by graphite particles and Al2O3 short fibres were fabricated by squeeze-infiltration
technique. The microstructures and wear properties of the composites with different Ce contents of 0, 0.4%,
0.8% and 1.0%, respectively, were investigated. The results reveal that Ce enriches around the boundaries of
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graphite particles and forms Al3Ce phase with Al. Z. Razavi Hesabi et.al, [3] worked on Al-5vol% Al2O3
micro and nanocomposite were produced by mechanical milling followed by hot powder extrusion. To
determine the effect of nanoparticles on high temperature properties, specimens were annealed at 350 ºC and
then tensile test was conducted at 300 ºC. Fracture surfaces were observed by SEM. The result reveals that
with the addition of 5 vol% Al2O3 nanoparticles, tensile strength of Al was increased from 116 to365 MPa.
S.R Bakshi et.al, [4] this review summarises that the mechanical property improvements achieved by addition
of CNTs in various metal matrix system .the factor determining strengthening achieved by CNTs in different
metal matrixes .
Kyung Tae Kim et.al, [5] in this paper, the CNT reinforced Cu matrix nanocomposites were fabricated
by spark plasma sintering (SPS) of high energy ball-milled nano-sized Cu powders with multi-wall CNTs, and
followed by cold rolling process. The CNT/Cu nanocomposites show a tensile strength of 281MPa, which is
approximately 1.6 times higher than that of monolithic Cu. H. R. Shahverdi et.al, [6] In this study Al-5 (Vol) %
SiC nanocomposite powder has been successfully synthesized by high-energy planetary milling of Al and SiC
powders for a period of 25 h at a ball-to-powder ratio of 15:1. The changes of the lattice strain, the crystallite
size of the matrix phase, and the nanocomposite powder microstructure with time have been investigated by Xray diffraction (XRD), X-ray mapping, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses. Javed Iqbal et.al,
[7] this paper reveals that Carbon Nanotubes are one the most important materials of future. Discovered in
1991, they have reached a stage of attracting the interests of many companies worldwide for their large scale
production. They possess remarkable electrical, mechanical, optical, thermal and chemical properties, which
make them a perfect “fit” for many engineering applications. A.A. Khalil et.al, [8] Production of a
homogenous, high strength and net shape structural components made from aluminum-silicon carbide
composites can be achieved using powder metallurgy (PM) technology. In the present work the problem of low
strength of the aluminum silicon carbide produced by powder metallurgy (PM) is solved by rising the sintering
temperature of the composite above the melting temperature of the aluminum. The microstructure for each
composition examined to study both the homogeneity and the interaction between the constituents.
H. Kaftelen et.al, [9] suggest that Nano-diamond powders were used as a reinforcement material in
aluminum matrix to improve physical and mechanical properties of composites. Composite powders of
aluminum matrix reinforced with ultra dispersed nano-diamond particles were produced by high energy ball
milling (8000D Spex mixer mill) under Arc atmosphere for four different mechanical alloying (MA) times, i.e.
30, 60, 90 and 120 min. K. Hanada et.al, [10] in this study, Al-Si alloy-based nanocomposite with dispersed
detonation nano-diamond as reinforcement is fabricated by powder metallurgy method. Rapid solidified Al-Si
alloy powder and detonation nano-diamond of 1 % by volume are mechanically mixed at 500 rpm for 4 hours,
then the detonation nano-diamond used as additives are graphite nano-diamond (as-synthesized) and
nanodiamond (as-refined). Stephen F et.al, [11] in this paper composite of graphene platelets and aluminum
were made using ball milling, hot extrusion. The mechanical properties and micro structure were studied using
hardness and tensile test, as well as electron microscopy, x-ray differential scanning calorimeter. Compared to
the pure aluminium and multi walled carbon nanotube composites, the graphene-aluminum composite showed
decreased strength and hardness.

2. Material and Methods
Among all materials, aluminum based metal matrix composites (MMCs) are appropriate materials for
structural applications in the aircraft and automotive industries because they are ductile, highly conductive,
corrosion resistance and lightweight and have a high strength-to-weight ratio [12-18]. Uniform dispersion of
the fine reinforcements and a fine-grained matrix improve the mechanical properties of the composite.
The particulates reinforced metal matrix composite (MMC) is one of the new structural materials, and
a rapid development can be seen in recent years because of excellent properties and wide application prospects
in the near future. Based on size and shape we are going to select reinforcement material, carbon nanotube is
considered among several nanocomposite materials. Carbon nanotubes been expected as an ideal reinforcement
to improve the mechanical performance of monolithic materials due to their high elastic modulus, strength and
aspect ratio [19]. The fabrication process by which graphene is synthesized defines its properties and as a result
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of its applications [20-21]. It should be noted that there is no single method of graphene synthesis that yields
graphene exhibiting the optimum properties for all potential applications; therefore, many routes for the
synthesis of graphene have been reported [22-25]. Nanodiamond have been synthesized by the detonation
technique, laser ablation [26], high energy ball milling of high pressure high temperature diamond micro
crystals.
The powder metallurgy is one of the popular solid state methods used in production of metal matrix
composites. Powder processing involves cold pressing and sintering, or hot pressing to fabricate primarily
particle- or whisker-reinforced MMCs. Carbon nanotubes are initially dispersed in a solvent and sonicated for
20 min and it is been evaporated by heating the solvent.
Blending and mixing of powders are essential for uniformity of the product. The test samples from
Al(as matrix) and CNT,GR (as reinforcement) are prepare accordingly by weighting them accurately in
electronic weighing balance and blended in ball milling furnace for 10min at 200rpm. The ball milling setup
consists of balls of about 10mm diameter, powder is placed in stainless steel container, and clean the balls then
placed balls inside the container. The following table shows volume fraction used for making samples.
Table 1 volume percentage for AL+CNT+GR
Vol % of
reinforcement(g)

AL(g)

CNT+GR(g)

CNT(g)

GR(g)

0.5

19.9

0.1

0.05

0.05

1

19.8

0.2

0.1

0.1

1.5

19.7

0.3

0.15

0.15

2

19.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

Table 2: volume percentage for AL +CNT+GR+ND
Vol(%)of
reinforcement (g)

AL(g)

CNT+GR+ND(g)

CNT(g)

GR(g)

ND(g)

0.5

19.9

0.1

0.0333

0.0333

0.0333

1

19.8

0.2

0.066

0.066

0.066

1.5

19.7

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.1

2

19.6

0.4

0.133

0.133

0.133

2.1 Die preparation
Compaction die is made up of mild steel. It is having 3 parts punch; bottom plate and body. The
mixture of particular weight percentage was compacted in the die assembly using compaction testing machine.
The mixture is compacted at a load of 135KN for 2min. finely we get green specimen of size 20mm diameter
,25mm length.
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Fig. 1. Compacted samples
2.2 Sintering
Sintering is a heat treatment process performed on the compacted samples to bond its metallic particle
thereby increasing strength and hardness. The treatment is usually carried out at temperature between 0.7 and
0.9 times melting temperature of the base metal (660.32°C). This process takes 45minutes to heat up from
room temperature to 660.32°C. All the samples were sintered in the nitrogen gas to avoid the surface
contamination. Shrinkage of AL+CNT+GR and AL+CNT+GR+ND was accurse during sintering as a result of
pore size reduction.

3. Experimentation
3.1 Hardness Measurement
The Rockwell hardness test method consists of indenting the test material with a diamond cone (120
degree apex angle) or hardened steel ball indenter (1.6mm or 1/16” diameter).
3.2 Wear Study
Wear test of samples is conducted using pin-on-disc wear testing machine. In this test the surface of
the pin under contact will wear under different loading condition and speed. This can be measured by means of
weighing the specimen before and after experiment, which gives the wear rate. The disc rotates with the help of
a D.C. motor having speed range 0-2000rev/min with wear track diameter 50mm-180mm, which could yield
sliding speed 0 to 10m/sec. The system has a maximum loading capacity of 200N.
3.3 Compression Test
The universal testing machine is used for conducting tests in compression. UTM has capacity up to
1000KN, test speed ranging from 0.01mm/min to 500mm/min.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1 Density
4.1.1 Density of AL+CNT+GR samples
It is also observed that sintered density values are higher than the compacted density values. This
indicates the presence of porosity in the green compact. For 0.5 % the density of compacted sample decreases
by 0.275g /cm3 and for the same percentage the density of sintered sample decreases by 0.295g/cm3 as
compared to the 0% reinforcement. The compacted density and sintered density values are very near to the
base metal density value i.e. 2.7 g/cm3.we can also say that density value of around 95%can be achieved for
green compact where as 98% can be achieved for sintered.
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Table 3. Density of AL+CNT+GR samples for various compositions.

Composition
0%
0.5%
1%
1.5%
2%

Compacte
d density
(g/cm3)
2.65
2.375
2.6
2.5
2.6

Sintered
density
(g/cm3)
2.69
2.392
2.672
2.62
2.69

Fig. 2. Density v/s vol % of reinforcements for AL+CNT+GR
4.1.2 Density of AL+CNT+GR+ND samples

For 0.5 % the density of compacted sample decreases by 0.15g/cm3 and for the same
percentage the density of sintered sample decreases by 0.178g/cm3 as compared to the 0%
reinforcement. The compacted density and sintered density values are very near to the base
metal density value i.e. 2.7 g/cm3.we can also say that density value of around 94%can be
achieved for green compact where as 95% can be achieved for sintered.
Table 4. Density of AL+CNT+GR+ND samples for various compositions.

Composition
0%
0.5%
1%
1.5%
2%
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Compacted
Densities
(g/cm3)
2.65
2.5
2.4
2.51
2.55

Sintered
densities
(g/cm3)
2.69
2.512
2.43
2.54
2.57
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Fig 3. Density v/s vol % of reinforcements for AL+CNT+GR+ND

4.2 Hardness
4.2.1 Hardness numbers of AL+CNT+GR samples
The hardness numbers of green compact and sintered AL+CNT+GR samples are shown in table 5.
The variation in Rockwell hardness numbers with varying vol% of reinforcement is shown in fig 4. From the
fig it is clear that hardness numbers of both compacted and sintered samples increases as the volume % of
reinforcement increases. It is also observed that for 1% of reinforcements the hardness number decreases for
both compact and sintered samples. The increase in hardness is likely due to the formation of a more refined
and compacted microstructure.
Table 5. Hardness numbers of AL+CNT+GR samples for various compositions.
Composition
0%

0.5%

1%

1.5%

2%
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Compacted
37
39
38
55
56
54
54
52
53
57
56
58
60
58
59

Avg. HV

38

55

53

58

59

sintered
39
41
40
58
56
57
53
54
55
60
61
59
61
63
62

Avg. HV
40

57

54

60

62
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Fig 4. Rockwell hardness number v/s vol% of reinforcements for AL+CNT+GR
4.2.2 Hardness numbers of AL+CNT+GR+ND samples
The hardness numbers of green compact and sintered AL+CNT+GR samples are shown in table 6.
The variation in Rockwell hardness numbers with varying volume % of reinforcement is shown in fig 5. From
the figure it is clear that hardness numbers of both compacted and sintered samples increases as the volume %
of reinforcement increases. It is also observed that for 1% of reinforcements the hardness number decreases for
both compact and sintered samples. The increase in hardness is likely due to the formation of a more refined
and compacted microstructure.
Table 6. Hardness numbers of AL+CNT+GR+ND samples for various compositions.
Composition
Compacted
Avg. HV
sintered
Avg. HV
37
39
0%
40
39
41
38
38
40
55
58
0.5%
58
54
59
55
56
57
49
56
1%
55
50
54
50
51
55
57
60
1.5%
60
56
61
56
55
59
60
64
2%
65
62
65
61
61
66
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Fig 5. Rockwell hardness number v/s vol% of reinforcements for AL+CNT+GR+ND
4.3 Wear Study
In this study the wear rates of the sintered specimens were computed by the weight loss technique.
The high digital balance was used for weighing the specimens. A sensotronics pin-on-disc wear test machine
was used to assess the dry sliding wear behaviour of composites.
Dry sliding wear tests were conducted using a pin-on-disc wear test apparatus (4.7) on cylindrical pin
specimens of 8mm diameter, 25mm length against a steel disc at different speeds and loads.
Fig. 6, 7 & 8 shows variation of wear rate with respect to vol% of reinforcements for different loads for
constant 100rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.

Fig 5.5 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
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Fig. 7 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 8 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
Fig 9, 10 & 11 shows variation of wear rate with respect to volume % of reinforcements for different
loads for constant 200rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.

Fig. 9 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
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Fig. 10 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 11 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
Fig 12, 13 & 14 shows variation of wear rate with respect to vol% of reinforcements for different
loads for constant 300rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.
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Fig. 12 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 13 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 14 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
From the above graphs it is clear that the wear rate increases with the load. And also wear rate
decreases as the percentage of reinforcement increases. 0.5% has more wear rate compare to all it means that it
has less wear resistance. At low loads wear loss is less irrespective of the time. 2% has more wear resistance so
that it has less wear rate. As the CNTs increases in volume % the material will become strong.
Fig 15, 16 & 17 shows variation of wear rate with respect to volume % of reinforcements for different
loads for constant 100rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.
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Fig. 15 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 16 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 17 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
Fig 18, 19 & 20 shows variation of wear rate with respect to vol% of reinforcements for different loads for
constant 200rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.
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Fig. 18 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 19 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 20 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
Fig 21, 22 & 23 shows variation of wear rate with respect to volume % of reinforcements for different loads for
constant 300rpm with varying time 5min, 10min, 15min.
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Fig. 21 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 22 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate

Fig. 23 Volume % of reinforcement v/s Wear rate
From the above graphs it is clear that the wear rate increases with the load. And also wear rate
decreases as the percentage of reinforcement increases. 0.5% has more wear rate compare to all it means that it
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has less wear resistance. At low loads wear loss is less irrespective of the time. 2% has more wear resistance so
that it has less wear rate. As the CNTs increases in vol% the material will become strong.
4.4 COMPRESSION TEST
In this test we took specimen of 20mm diameter and 20mm length and this specimen is placed
between the table and the lower cross heads of the universal testing machine and set the dial of the machine to
a suitable range and adjust the testing machine and compress meter to reads zero, Apply the load gradually
and make simultaneous observation of load and compress meter reading and finally yield point and maximum
load recorded (95KN) after this measure the diameter and final length of the specimen, Finally plotted the
graph compressive strength vs % of CNT.
4.4.1 Compressive strength for AL+CNT+GR samples
Compressive strength values of AL+CNT+GR samples are shown n table 7. From the figure 24 it is
clear that compressive strength decreases as the % of reinforcement increases. And it is decreases with further
increase in CNT vol% due to brittle nature of composites.

Table 7 Compressive strength for AL+CNT+GR samples
Vol % of reinforcements (g)
0

Compressive strength
(Mpa)
95

0.5

86

1

73.61

1.5

60.79

2

55.22

Fig. 24 Volume % of reinforcement v/s compressive strength of AL+CNT+GR
4.4.2

Compressive strength for AL+CNT+GR+ND samples
Compressive strength values of AL+CNT+GR+ND samples are shown in table 8. From the figure 25
it is clear that compressive strength is constant for 0.5 and 1%. From1% next it keeps on increasing. Maximum
compressive strength is found for 2%.
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Table 8 Compressive strength for AL+CNT+GR+ND samples
Vol % of reinforcements (g)

Compressive strength
(Mpa)

0

95

0.5

35.38

1

35

1.5

63.65

2

67.25

Fig. 25 Volume % of reinforcement v/s compressive strength AL+CNT+GR+ND samples

5. Conclusion
The powder metallurgy technique is well preferred for fabrication of nanocomposite materials.
The carbon nanotubes reinforced aluminum matrix composite had been successfully developed through
powder metallurgy.
The density values of AL+CNT+GR+ND composition are very near to the density value of base metal.
The density values of AL+CNT+GR composition are less compared to the density values of
AL+CNT+GR+ND composition.
The hardness values are high for AL+CNT+GR+ND composition than the AL+CNT+GR composition.
The wear resistance increases with the amount of reinforcements.
It is evident from the experiments that for AL+CNT+GR and AL+CNT+GR+ND composition wear
resistance high for 2%. Less wear loss will observed for 2%.
Remarkable change in compression strength the values were decreases with increasing % of
reinforcements.
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